Dear Sir/Madam,

I find myself emailing you regarding my grave concerns over the Cleve Hill proposal.

We live very close to the proposed sight and we have very real fears regarding the safety of the proposed batteries. This technology isn't fully tested and has proven time and time again that there are justified safety concerns over them. I have a young family and I also have extended family living close to the proposed site. We are genuinely terrified of living in the shadow of the constant threat of a battery malfunction which we know would likely be fatal at worst, utterly disastrous at best.

Having lived in this village for 6 years we know that the local roads absolutely can't handle the volume and type of traffic proposed for the building work. Outside our property is just one of the many 'pinch points' along Headhill and Seasalter road where we have witnessed more than one accident with normal road users, to add so many more large vehicles would not only cause much more congestion through the village but it would damage the roads and most importantly put safety at risk for many of the road users.

This is just two points of a long list of reasons we are not supporting this proposal along with the effect on local wildlife and the visual pollution.

We strongly oppose this proposal.

Kind regards,

L. Johnson